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Defend your bike with the Master Lock® advanced urban security range
Bicycles are the most stolen item in the UK with almost 400,000 pinched every year – that’s one every
90 seconds (Source: Direct Line, 2015). Master Lock®’s new advanced urban security range aims to
combat this rise in crime with the ultimate mix of technology, protection, flexibility and functionality to
thwart thieves.
Bluetooth locks operated by your smartphone with military grade encryption, Sold Secure gold award
models designed to resist aggressive theft attempts, and miniature U-lock marvels that fit neatly into
back pockets and purses are all part of the impressive line-up.
Synonymous with security for over 100 years and the byword for ‘padlock’ in the United States, Master
Lock® could be the biggest brand you’ve never heard of. A global leader and innovator in security
solutions, the company also invented the original laminated padlock and the first dial combination
padlock.
This legendary heritage and continued pursuit of excellence from a name you can trust is
encapsulated in the new range, developed by Master Lock®’s experts to combat even the most
aggressive theft attempts, whilst also protecting the lock against all the elements the British weather
can throw at it.

Master Lock Smart™ Bluetooth® padlocks are the latest innovation in
bike security with no need for keys or combinations, and the ability to
allow shared access with friends and family.
The award-winning water resistant padlock is easily operated from your
smartphone, thanks to the feature-rich, free accompanying Master Lock
Vault eLocks app, complete with military grade authentication and
encryption.
The app not only does away with the need for keys and combinations, it
can also grant time-limited remote access to your bike. Meanwhile, a
tamper alert informs you of any unauthorised openings.
Battery life lasts up to five years, but just in case you’ll receive an app notification if it’s running low on
power. For complete peace of mind, a manual override is there in case you don’t have your phone or
you need kick-start the battery.
The padlock offers the highest levels of strength, reliability and functionality of any Bluetooth model on
the market, and is easily combined with a top quality pre-cut chain.
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Criterion™ Locks – Maximum Security
Designed to resist every kind of aggression, such as drilling,
picking or cutting, and provide ultimate flexibility for cyclists, the
brand new Criterion™ range carries a coveted Sold Secure
gold rating from the Master Locksmiths Association.
Choose between the highly adaptable Criterion™ U-lock or
case hardened Criterion™ chain lock, developed by Master
Lock®’s expert engineering team to address every potential
security issue, and including anti-dust keyway protection, an
intensive anti-corrosion treatment and a premium silicone
coating for comfort when handling.

The Criterion™ U-lock has an elongated U-section making it
highly adaptable for any bicycle frame and for attaching it to
fixed points. Its 16mm diameter octagonal case hardened
steel U-bar offers maximum resistance to bolt cutters, while a
7-pin disc cylinder lock provides ultimate protection against
picking, twisting and other impacts.
The Criterion™ chain lock provides a continuous barrier of
1m x 10mm case hardened steel square links for thwarting
bolt cutters and sawing. The chain also offers optimum
protection against leverage and impacts. A 16mm octagonal
mini U-bar combined with the chain means bikes can be easily
secured to a fixed point.

Premium Security Locks
The Master Lock® premium security range secures bikes
against theft in urban areas thanks to a Sold Secure gold
rating, and includes an easy-to-carry compact version.
Both locks in the range have a 14mm diameter case
hardened steel shackle with a high resistance to bolt cutters
and a 7-disc cylinder for protection against picking. Coated
to protect against dust and scratching the bike frame, the
locks also come with four keys for sharing or in case of loss.

The premium security Mini D-Lock is Master Lock®’s
lightweight and compact marvel aimed as busy commuters
and couriers. The lock slips easily into back pockets, belts
or purses.
A standard size premium security D-lock is adaptable to all
types of bicycle frames and designed with high durability
for everyday use. The lock comes with a mounting bracket
for fixing it to the bike frame.
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Warranty and online protection
All mechanically locking products benefit from a limited lifetime warranty against mechanical failures.
Master Lock® will replace any defective mechanical products free of charge. Bluetooth padlocks have
a two year limited warranty.
After purchase, customers are advised to register their key number in the digital Master Lock Vault®. If
your keys become lost, the number can be used to produce a new set. The digital Master Lock Vault®
is a free service and can be used to store other sensitive data, such as passwords, pin numbers and
combination codes from a computer, smartphone or tablet. Simply open an account at
www.masterlockvault.com

About Master Lock®
Recognised around the world as the authentic, enduring name in padlocks and security products;
Master Lock® keeps developing innovative and high quality products. Leader in security solutions for
sports, home, school, work and travel solutions, Master Lock® has recently launched a full range of
storage security and safes solutions. Master Lock® padlocks are covered under a limited lifetime
warranty. Find out more information on www.masterlock.eu

Connect with Master Lock via Facebook, Twitter or YouTube

For more information, please contact Master Lock:
Master Lock Europe S.A.S
131, avenue Charles de Gaulle
92200 Neuilly Sur Seine
France
E : marketing@master-lock.fr
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